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A
ccording to Indian Hotel Industry 

Survey 2013-2014, hotels in domes-

tic market are increasingly becoming 

dependent on hospitality technology 

solutions. Properties, mainly in four 

and five star categories, are slowly moving away from 

traditional source of reservation such as direct inquiry 

and hotel representation. They are now counting 

heavily on the effectiveness of new age web-based 

reservation system. 

Seamless online booking   
“We are today at the epitome of technology and hos-

pitality industry along with aviation are revolutionising 

the usage of technology on improving consumer ex-

perience. Customers with multiple options from online 

travel portals want instantaneous confirmations made 

possible with seamless connectivity through direct 

integration of hotel and travel portal platforms. Cus-

tomised web link allow corporate and social clients 

ADOPT AND BE TECH-ENABLED
Hotels, especially in four and five star categories, are embracing web-based central 
reservation systems and launching mobile apps to stay ahead of the game

to reserve rooms online. Automated and integrated 

systems allow them to manage their stay, reservation, 

modification/cancellations at seamless connectiv-

ity instantly. Patience is a virtue which sits diagonally 

opposite to technology,” says Vikram Singh Chauhan, 

front office manager, Courtyard by Marriott Gurgaon. 

Some of the benefits of online reservation system 

for customers are — reservations can be done 24x7; 

saving; and secure payment gateway. “For organisa-

tions across the world, going online is the easiest way 

to reach out to more customers without significantly 

increasing operating costs. The hospitality industry 

is no different and continues to go through a period 

of unprecedented and irreversible evolution that will 

ultimately change the way hotel experiences are cre-

ated and consumed, as compared to how things work 

at the moment,” opines  Yunus Khatib, IT manager, 

Trident, BKC, Mumbai. 

Industry experts predict self check-in kiosks as a 

future trend. This will help the hospitality industry to 
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eliminate the fixed-desk concept in the lobby area. 

Self check-in and in car check-in will help guests to 

access the room in minimum time after exhaustive of-

fice hours and hectic travel.

Mobile apps for evolved travellers  
The proliferation of smartphones is yet another op-

portunity for hospitality businesses to improve cus-

tomer service. “Necessity is the mother of invention 

and we need to look no further than the hospitality 

and travel industry to see this proverb in practice. Till 

a few years ago, there were only a handful of dedicat-

ed websites which offered online reservations. With 

the growth and advancement of technology, now 

every hospitality organisation has its own online res-

ervation portal customised to cater to smartphones 

and tablets. In 2012, the number of smartphones used 

across the globe hit the 1 billion mark. It took 

14 years to reach this number. It is estimated 

that within the next three-four years, smart-

phones used across the world will cross the 

3 billion mark as the hardware becomes 

more affordable and network coverage in-

creases,” says Khatib. 

Indian hotel chains such as Taj, ITC and 

The Leela Palaces, Hotels and Resorts are 

wooing smartphone customers by launch-

ing mobile apps, as increasing number 

of people in India and elsewhere use their 

phones to book hotels and holidays. Taj 

Group gets 15% of its traffic through smart-

phones and tablets and has witnessed tri-

ple-digit growth in the past year. The Leela 

Palaces, Hotels and Resorts has earmarked 

30-35% of its digital budget for mobile me-

dium and development of a mobile app. 

Global chains are already reaping the 

benefit of this digital evolution as, accord-

ing to their executives, almost 20% of their 

bookings come through mobile apps and 

this is growing by 20% every year. Marriott, 

Starwood, Accor and InterContinental have 

already built a strong presence in the smart-

phone space. Hilton Worldwide offers guests the abil-

ity to check-in and check-out, select their room, check 

maps and make extra requests or purchases all from 

their smartphones. Marriott app has been developed 

to facilitate mobile check-in and check-out. Guests 

can now check-in a day prior, get their allotted room 

and even complete basic check-in formalities such 

as ID or passport scan right from their smartphones. 

“Soon, hotel associates will be able to address guest 

requests through the app and also chat before arrival 

and after check-out. Today’s travellers are more tech-

savvy and with an array of online portals and hotel 

booking apps, any hotel which is not embracing this 

change is only going backward. These evolved travel-

lers are hooked on their smartphones and if you are 

not featuring on one of the portals/app, they are not 

looking at you,” remarks Chauhan. 

Reservation software to overcome challenges  

In the absence of an up-to-date reservation system, 

hotels can face challenges such as “high annual main-

tenance cost of computer inventory; integration of 

Global Distribution System (GDS) with the local Prop-

erty Management System (PMS); and collating re-

ports centrally is a challenging task,” remarks Khatib. 

“The hotel reservation software offers a great deal 

of comfortable features that help hotels to work in 

an organised system. With the number of travellers 

increasing day by day, it has become man-

datory for hotels to implement a better sys-

tem which can facilitate quality services to 

all guests. Marriott has a central reservation 

system called Marsha which offers seam-

less connectivity to all partner channels. The 

software provides quick access for all the 

rate codes and the available inventory. This 

system enables every hotel to manage their 

inventory dynamically which means every-

thing is online and changes instantly and 

gets reflected on all online channels. Mar-

riott works on dynamic inventory manage-

ment system which is seamless and offer 

“Look no further” which guarantees lowest 

rate on hotel website. In absence of an up-

dated reservation system, it would be next 

to impossible to control and manage hotel 

inventory,” says Chauhan. 

The software has the capability to eliminate 

double-bookings, overbookings and cancel-

lations. Since the system is automated, every 

check-in and check-out is timely updated and 

this leaves no room for errors. Customer Rela-

tionship Management (CRM) software allows 

contacts and information to be organised 

Vikram Singh Chauhan, front office 
manager, Courtyard by Marriott 
Gurgaon.
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trend. Self check-in and in-car 
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and managed in one place. An effective CRM makes 

it easier to build ongoing relationships with customers, 

as well as making important details easily accessible to 

all staff via a cloud-based application.

Hilton has OnQ and Starwood has Galaxy. These 

softwares know what to do, how to do and at what 

rate to sell the room. The Westin Mumbai Garden City 

and Holiday Inn Mumbai International Airport use Op-

era PMS Version 5 based on Wintel (Windows and In-

tel) platform and Oracle database. Opera PMS is well 

interfaced and connected with the outside world for 

online reservation from different portals and the ho-

tels’ website. 

“However, smaller hotel chains are not able to get 

the single engine inventory implemented due to the 

cost factor. Opera costs Rs26 lakhs for the front of-

fice module and interface, etc are extra. The cost 

of the software and the AMC (Annual Maintenance 

Contract) are very high. Micros is acquired by Oracle 

Hospitality. Lemon Tree and Citrus Hotels use leading 

software. But how can Sarovar afford Opera? Hence, 

we do our own calculation and allocate travel portals 

like Makemytrip  and Travelguru the rooms to sell and 

assume that we have sold all the available 20 rooms,” 

says Harish Chandra, GM–IT, Sarovar Group, bringing 

forth the concern of the smaller hotels. 

“If you are not spending money on SEO (Search 

Engine Optimisation) and SEM (Search Engine Mar-

keting); not giving Google-sponsored advertisements 

and not doing PPC (Pay per Click), your hotel does 

not come on top of Google search. If it is literally on 

the second or third page, who has the time and pa-

tience to visit it? Your page is buried! This is an online 

digital expense for hotels,” adds Chandra.

Sales growth 

Inventory brings a large chunk of revenue. In the ear-

lier system most of the hotel reservations were made 

by the travel agents which meant a large share was 

given to them as commission. But, online reservation 

system provides hotels an opportunity to do direct 

sales through Internet. “Online sale for Trident, BKC, 

Mumbai has seen considerable increase in the last 

three to four years,” says Khatib. The Westin Mumbai 

Garden City has reported a revenue maximisation of 

approximately 8-10% over the total demand received. 

Armed with data like this, one can safely say that 

technology has certainly helped hotels reach out to 

global customers and increase revenue. HI

Online reservation system provides 
hotels an opportunity to do direct 

sales through the Internet, reaching 
out to global customers.

Harish Chandra, GM–IT, Sarovar 
Group.


